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Reference: KROVBORE2F108
EAN13: 8057730910668

            

Rectangular XXL Rose-One 2-hole and 6 side holes ceiling rose Kit, 675 x
225 mm
Decoration: Satin Copper Dibond
Ceiling Rose Colour: White

Description

Rose-One is the Creative-Cables line of ceiling roses decorated with concealed cable clamp which, thanks to the
numerous decorations available, allows you to create striking multiple pendants that are 100% in tune with your style.

The rectangular 2-hole version is perfect for creating multiple pendants above a table or bar counter, either by using
naked bulbs or by adding a lampshade to each light pendant.
Rose-One features side holes allowing you to connect more ceiling roses serially or position the light pendants in
relation to the ceiling light source.

The ceiling rose Panel is in Dibond®, an aluminium composite panel that guarantees excellent visual design, light
weight and durability.

Configure your 2-hole rectangular XXL Rose-One ceiling rose to create a multi-light pendant lamp customised according
to your needs:
- use the menu to choose the colour of the base (white or black) and the decoration of the ceiling rose: white, black or
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one of the brushed-finish metals.
- match Creative-Cables fabric cables according to the style you wish to recreate
- complete your lighting installation with the components, accessories and bulbs in our range.

Rose-One is a Creative-Cables patented product.

NOTE: the accessories to connect the ceiling rose to the power line are not included in the kit, but can be bought
separately.

Data Sheet

Ceiling rose
Width: 520 mm
Length: 120 mm
Height: 35 mm
Material: metal
Mounting brackets
6 plugs and 6 rubber cable duct seals are included for the side holes.

Rectangular Rose-One Panel
Material: dibond
Width: 675 mm
Length: 225 mm
Hole diametre: 10 mm
Thickness: 3 mm
Clear plastic cable clamp (1 per hole).

NOTE: the distance between the holes in the ceiling rose does not allow you to install lampshades with a diameter
greater than 43 cm if suspended at the same height, or 85 cm if suspended at different heights.
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